Applications are invited on the prescribed form for the following posts, so as to reach the Registrar, University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007, latest by 30 September 2002.

PART-I

Sl. No.    Department, Post/No. of Posts/Reservation, Specialization/Desirable Qualification, If any

1. Arabic Lecturer (1) (UR),
   1. Modern Arabic Literature; 2. Good knowledge of Islamic Studies; and 3. Capabilities of translation from Arabic into English and vice versa.

   Lecture (2) SC-1 (Physical), UR-1 (Organic Chemistry).
   Research Associate (2) (Physical/Inorganic Chemistry).
   (For all the posts of Physical Chemistry; candidates should have passed B.Sc. degree with Mathematics and Physics).

3. Economics Professor (8) (One post Shankar Lal Chair), Research Associate (1).

   *This vacancy will be available after 19 June 2003.

5. Geology Research Associate (1).


8. Linguistics Reader (1) ‘Sound background in theoretical linguistics with specialization in Historical Linguistics/Generative Phonology/Semantics’.

9. Operational Research Reader (1) In one of the following: Inventory Theory/Theory of Queues/Marketing.

10. Persian Research Associate (1).

11. Physics & Astrophysics Professor (3); Reader (8), Research Associate (2).

12. Psychology Reader (1), Lecturer (1) (UR).


14. Sociology Professor (2): For one post: ability to teach Sociological Research Methods,
   Reader (2), Lecturer (2) (UR), Research Associate (1).

15. Zoology Professor (5), Reader (6), Lecturer (2) (UR): Physiology/Immunology/Developmental Biology.
   Research Associate (2): Cell Biology/Endocrinology/Fish Biology/Entomology.
PART-II


1. Economics Reader (1)


1. African Studies Reader (Sociology) (1): (a) Specialization in African Sociology; (b) Fieldwork experience in Africa or visiting assignment at an African University; and (c) Knowledge of an African language.
2. Anthropology Professor (1), Reader 1: For both the posts: Any branch of Physical Anthropology.
3. Buddhist Studies Reader (2)*, Lecturer (2)*.
5. Commerce Professor (2), Reader (1).
7. Geology Professor (1).
9. Law: Campus Law Centre Reader (3); Law Centre-I Reader (1).
10. Linguistics Professor (1) Theoretical Linguistics.
12. Modern Indian Languages & Literary Studies Reader (3) One each in Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada. For Bengali: Comparative Literature or comparative Indian Literature, For Gujarati & Kannada: Comparative Literature and knowledge of an additional Indian language.
14. Music Professor (2) One each in Karnatak Music & Hindustani Music: (a) Excellence in performance with a comprehensive repertoire of traditional ragas and compositions, (b) Proficiency in the theoretical aspect of Indian Music.
15. Philosophy Reader (1).
16. Punjabi Professor (1), Reader (1).
17. Sanskrit Reader (2) 1st Post: Epigraphy, 2nd Post: Veda and/or Dharma Shastra.
18. Urdu Professor (1) Criticism.

*These posts were advertised earlier in our advertisement Nos. 168 and 171 with special/desirable qualification and the same are now being re-advertised as 'open' posts.


01. Chemistry Lecturer (1) (SC).
Persons who have applied earlier in response to Advt. Nos. 165, 168 and 171 need not apply again.
UR-Unreserved; SC-Scheduled Caste; ST-Scheduled Tribe.

SCALE OF PAY

Professor: Rs 16,400–40–20,900–500–22,400; Reader: Rs 12,000–420–18,300.
Lecturer: Rs 8000–275–13,500
Research Associate

(A) Rs 8000/- (Fixed),
(B) Rs 8800/- (Fixed),
(C) Rs 10,500/- (Fixed)   \(\text{(In one of the grades depending on the recommendations of the Selection Committee.)}\)
All the above posts, except that of Research Associate, carry DA, CCA, and HRA, etc. as admissible under the rules in force in the University from time to time.

APPLICATION FEE

Application fee of Rs 100/- (Rs 25/- in case of SC/ST) (Non-refundable) for each post in the form of Indian Postal Order/Bank Draft drawn in favour of the Registrar, University of Delhi, payable at Delhi, is required to be submitted along with the Application forms. The candidates must write their name and post applied for on the backside of the Indian Postal Order/Bank draft.

Application forms and other details regarding prescribed qualifications, etc. can be obtained from the Establishment Branch-IV (Room No. 205), New Administrative Block, University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007 on all working days from 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. & 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. either personally or by sending a self-addressed envelope (stamped worth Rs 32/-) size (13 cm × 28 cm) addressed to the Registrar, University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007.

NOTES

1. It will be open to the University to consider names of suitable candidates who may not have applied.
2. Number of posts is given within parenthesis against each post.
3. University reserves the right not fill up any of the vacancies advertised if the circumstances so warrant.
4. Relaxation of any of the qualifications may be made in exceptional cases on the recommendations of the Selection Committee.
5. For Professor and Reader, other things being equal, preference will be given to SC/ST candidates.
6. Separate application is required for each post.
7. 3% posts of Lecturers are reserved for physically handicapped candidates.

R. N. Iyer
Registrar

University of Delhi
Ref. No. Estab. IV/Advt. 181/2002

Dated 20 August 2002

CORRIGENDUM

The advertisement of Lecturers’ positions may be read as follows:

- Under Item No. 2, Chemistry: Lecturer-3 (Open) (SC-1, UR-2).
- Under Item No. 4, Education: Lecturer-6 (SC-3, ST-2, UR-1).

Specialization called for

Teaching of Biology, Teaching of Accounts & Business Studies, Teaching of Sociology, Philosophy of Education, Educational Technology (with specialization in Computer Education) and Psychology of Education.

Under Item No. 12, read:

Psychology: Reader-1, Lecturer-1 (UR), Research Associate-1.

R. N. Iyer
Registrar

4 September 2002